
PRE HALF YEARLY QUESTION PAPER  
 (BASED ON NEW OFFICIAL MODEL QUESTION PAPER PATTERN) 

COMPUTER SCIENCE 

(FOR SCIENCE GROUP) 

CLASS : XI        TIME: 2.30 HRS. 

MARKS: 70 

SECTION – I 

Choose the correct answer       15 x 1 = 15 

1. Inkjet Printers use color cartridges which combined inks  

(a) Aqua, Magenta and Green  (b) Red, Green and Blue  

(c)White, Blue and Black   (d) Magenta, Yellow and Cyan 

2. 1 Kilobyte represents  

a)1024 bytes b)1000 bytes c)1024 Megabyte d)1024 Tera Byte 

3. Thefirst general purpose microprocessor,4004 was developed by  

a)AMD  b)Intel Inc c)Pentium d)Motorola 

4. An_____isserves as aninterface between a user and a computer. 

a) Operating System  b) Compiler c)Interpreter d)Assembler 

5. In Window 10, Computer is called as___ 

a)My Computer  b)Computer c)This PC d)My PC 

6. ____ is a Linux based Operating system. 

a)MacOS b)ReactOS c)Ubuntu d)Android 

7. If m x a + n x b is an invariant for the assignment a, b : = a + 8, b + 7, the values of m 

and n are  

a)m = 8, n = 7  b) m = 7, n = -8  c) m = 7, n = 8  d) m = 8, n = -7 

8. Assume a=5, b=6; what will be result of a&b?  

a)4   b) 5  c) 1  d) 0 

9. How many times the following will be execute? 

int i=0; 

while(i>=5)  

{  

cout<< "\n Enter value " << i+1 << "= ";  

cin>>num[i];  

i++; 

} 

a)6 b)5 c) 0 d)1 

10. ____holds the memory address of the current object 

a)Variable  b)Datatype  c)this pointer d)None of these 
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11. _______provides reusability of code 

a)Class b)Encapsulation c)Polymorphism d)Inheritance 

12. ________ is a correct function is used to compare two strings. 

a)strcomp() b)strcom() c)strcmp() d)all of these 

13. ______is the reverse process of converting the cipher-text back to plaintext. 

a) Decryption  b)Decoding  c)Demodulation d)Delimitimg 

14. _____of the members are resolved by using :: Scope resolution operator.  

a) Overloading  b) Overriding c)Resolving d)Operating 

15. The first Tamil programming language is ____ 

a) Ponmadal b)Thamizpori  c) Sellinam d) Ezhil 

SECTION II 

Answer any six from the following. Question No. 20 is compulsory. 6 x 2 = 12 

16. Distinguish primary and secondary memory. 

17. Write the classification of microprocessors based on data width. 

18. Write the specific use of cortana. 

19. Does testing the loop condition affect the loop invariant? Why? 

20. Specify a function to find the minimum of two numbers. 

21. How are non graphic characters represented in C++? 

22. What is the use of setprecision ( ) ? 

23. Write any two differences between Break and Continue 

24. List the operators that cannot be overloaded. 

SECTION III 

Answer any six from the following. Question No. 26 is compulsory. 6 x 3 = 18 

25. Compare Impact and Non-Impact Printers 

26. Perform the following binary computations  

a. (A) 1010 + 1510  (B) -1210 + 510 (C) 1410 – 1210 

27. Write short note on Round Robin. 

28. Draw a flowchart for -3case analysis using alternative statements. 

29. What will be the order of evaluation for the following expressions? 

i. i + 3 >= j - 9 (ii) a +10 < p - 3 + 2 q 

30. Write short note on pow() function in C++. 

31. Write C++ programs to find the perimeter and area of a quadrant. 

32. For the following structure definition write the user defined function to accept data 

through keyboard.  
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struct date{ int dd,mm,yy};  

struct item { int item id;char name[10];float price;date date_manif;} 

33. What are advantages of declaring constructors and destructor under public 

accessibility? 

SECTION – IV 

Answer in detail of the following      5 X 5 = 25 

34. Explain in detail about various types of mouse. 

(OR) 

Write the steps Conversion of fractional Binary to Decimal equivalent 

35. Explain in detail about secondary storage devices. 

(OR) 

Trace the step-by-step execution of the algorithm for factorial(4). 

factorial(n) 

-- inputs : n is an integer , n ≥ 0 

-- outputs : f = n! 

f, i := 1 ,1 

while i ≤ n 

f, i := f × i, i+1 

36. How call by reference is used to pass structure to a function .Give an Example 

(OR) 

What are the advantages of OOPs? 

37. Mention the differences between constructor and destructor 

(OR) 

What are the rules for operator overloading? 

38. Debug the following program 

Output 

------------- 

15 

14 

13 

Program : 

------------- 

%include(iostream.h) 

#include<conio.h> 
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Class A 

{ 

public; 

int a1,a2:a3; 

Void getdata[] 

{  

a1=15;  

a2=13;a3=13; 

} 

} 

Class B:: public A() 

{  

PUBLIC  

voidfunc()  

{  

int b1:b2:b3;  

A::getdata[];  

b1=a1;  

b2=a2;  

a3=a3;  

cout<<b1<<’\t’<<b2<<’t\’<<b3;  

} 

void main() 

{  

clrscr()  

B der;  

der1:func();  

getch(); 

} 

(OR) 

What is piracy? Mention the types of piracy? How can it be prevented? 
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